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CBBC’s Flagship
Comedy Art Show
40 Half hour episodes, plus
Season 5 (15 x 20’) due for
delivery in June 2019!
Art is everywhere and Ricky Martin is
the guy to show you, creating art on
a small and grand scale and featuring
techniques from well known artists
from Picasso to Banksy. Ricky’s guide
to filming DIY animation, and his use
of everyday items to make epic art
pieces makes this compelling viewing
for older children.

A ratings hit in
the UK, Art Ninja
is airing on CBBC.
The series combines hilarious sitcom
with compelling art, and puts ideas at
the heart of everything.
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Sample Synopses
S1 E1: Day of the Birdman

S4 E6: Day of the Gossip

Ricky is reminded of his childhood
pet Mr Chicken. After creating Picasso
inspired art on an egg box he decides to
fly like a bird, making an ingenious collage
to help him find his old feathered friend.

While looking after Gav’s cat and Sarah’s
guinea pig, Ricky gets bitten and suddenly
he can hear the pets talking! Not only that,
they’re gossiping about him. He also has to
contend with the Grand Master making a
kazoo and artist Joan Miro inspiring him to
craft a 3D name sculpture, before heading
to the Yorkshire Sculpture Park to make
animal art really worth talking about!

S2 E1: Day of the Prank
Gav plays a deviously brilliant prank
on Ricky so he decides to get his own
back using six thousand cups of juice.
All this with a helping of ninja art - a Fake
Plaster Cast, a 3D Initial and some lovely
prank Soap.

S2 E2: Day of the Game
Gavin won’t stop playing games on
Ricky’s phone and despite his best
efforts Ricky can’t distract him. Meanwhile
Ricky’s latest art creations are a Fish Bat
and Ball, a Catapult inspired by da Vinci
and some epic art with remote control
toys and plenty of horsepower.

S3 E5: Day of the Dream
Ricky’s having really weird dreams, which

lead to him to make surreal art including
giant hands and a burger hat inspired
by Rene Magritte. After scoffing some
cheesy snacks Ricky and Gavin both
fall asleep and instead of his “Ninja”,
Ricky gets his “pyjamas on” to create
some illuminating dream art.

S3 E8: Day of the Spy
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S4 E8: Day of the Dummy
Ricky finds a dummy and after putting
a curly wig on it, he decides it looks like
his mate Ella. After a power surge in the
flat, the mannequin comes alive, but only
Ricky can see it. Unperturbed he makes
a brainbox memory keeper, a satchel
inspired by Peter Blake and a magic
wallet, before the real Ella turns up. Taking
the dummy to the dump can they make
epic art from the scrapyard trash?

S4 E10: Day of the World Trip
Ricky decides he needs to explore the
World with Gavin and Sarah. While they
decide where to go and what to take,
Ricky makes a suitcase desk tidy, a
marbling collage inspired by artist Chris
Ofili and a Mexican Day of the Dead lamp.
Heading to the airport in Gav’s old car
will they make it in time for their flight, or
will they be using their luggage to make
a huge picture postcard?

Ricky’s always wanted to be a spy,
but when he starts receiving mysterious
phone calls full of code words he’s not
so sure. Making a secret book and selfie
collage inspired by David Hockney, he
agrees to a rendezvous at the Tate Modern
where he makes art that’s licensed to thrill.
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